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Executive summary
— GRIP is a new, state-of-the-art, intelligent
portfolio construction process. The name is
an abbreviation of: Group Risk in Portfolios.
— Unlike traditional asset allocation, which
assigns weights to different asset classes
regardless of risk, GRIP focuses on the risk
contribution of clusters of assets or strategies to the overall portfolio.
— This proprietary methodology can result in
portfolio allocations that are truly diversified
– with less extreme weights and risk allocations, and a higher number of uncorrelated
exposures.

— GRIP is flexible. It can be tailored to individual clients’ needs and targets, while ensuring consistency across risk profiles, regions
and currencies.
— The GRIP approach does not only work to
allocate between asset classes, but can also
be applied to risk factor strategies, tactical
decision making and smart-beta strategies.
— The result is a whole new perspective on
constructing strategic multi asset portfolios.
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To address this problem, along came Harry Markowitz
in the 1950s and modern portfolio theory was born.
These days mean-variance optimisation is regarded as
the fundamental framework in portfolio construction.
Markowitz’s approach was the first to offer a quantitative insight into the trade-off investors face between
returns and risk.
Diversification could now be shown to improve the
trade-off between returns and risk – by optimising a
portfolio along a so-called efficient frontier. But the
reality is that even this approach can underperform
the most basic diversification strategies – for example,
equal weights in all asset classes.1
The major shortcoming of mean-variance optimisation
is that it is highly sensitive to inputs, with slight adjustments in parameters leading to dramatic changes in
the optimal portfolio composition. And the most important input, expected returns, is the hardest to forecast
of all. In practice, the potential benefits of diversification are often more than offset by estimation errors.
Therefore a new approach that improves upon
Markowitz is crucial. After all, asset allocation is still
the main driver of investment performance, with numerous academic studies suggest that long-term asset
allocation explains more than 90 per cent of portfolio
returns.

Get a GRIP on the problem
The key thing GRIP does differently to traditional
approaches is focus on the risk contribution of assets
or strategies to the overall portfolio. What it is trying to
avoid is seemingly diversified portfolios suffering from
surprisingly high risk concentrations. And in addition
to traditional risk parity strategies GRIP utilises other
information in the correlation matrix of the investment
universe.

Something called a hierarchical clustering algorithm is
then used to come up with specific asset class groups.
The idea is to sort, then cluster together, the most
comparable sources of risk. The two images below
visualise the groupings for a simplified six-asset case
study, based on developed and developing market
equities, rates, investment grade and high yield credit,
and hybrids.

The next step is using these clusters to create diversified risk allocations, employing what is known as a
risk parity approach – the idea that each asset contributes the same amount to the overall portfolio risk. But
unlike traditional methods, GRIP uses the previously
defined clusters in order to seek parity of risk contributions from groups instead of individual assets.

percentage weight and the X-axis the percentage target volatility of the asset allocation.
The chart on the left shows an asset allocation by risk
profile, and on the right a risk allocation by risk profile.
It can be seen from the former that a target volatility
of eight per cent equates to about a 40 per cent asset
allocation to equities. But from the right hand chart it is
clear that only 75 per cent of the risk is associated with
equities in this allocation opposed to the 90 per cent in
the simple 40/60 portfolio.
Further analysis, outlined in the next section, shows
that by moving beyond the usual risk parity framework
it is possible to construct allocations that are diversified
from a capital allocation as well as risk contribution
perspective, with a higher number of uncorrelated exposures, and less extreme weights and risk allocations.

In the Dendrogram the distance between the clustered data points is visualised. Likewise, the Minimum
Spanning Tree, with weight of each edge equal to
the corresponding correlation distance, offers further
insights. Both methods show, for example, that credit
investment grade is closer to sovereigns, from a correlation distance point of view, than developed market
equities.

How this overcomes the problem of a traditional risk
parity framework can be shown as follows. Suppose
a cross-asset risk parity optimisation is run on a broad
universe that includes the STOXX Europe 600. If the
MSCI Europe index is then added into the mix, the
portfolio would seem to be exposed to similar risk factors, but there is suddenly a much bigger allocation to
European equities. A clustering approach, on the other
hand, can help prevent optimisation results having
regional biases and asset class concentrations.

Dendrogram of cluster formation2

The stacked area charts below visualise the results for
a universe of 13 traditional sub-asset classes3 that are
clustered in five groups for a range of target volatilities, starting from equities in dark blue to fixed income
(bright blue) to alternatives (amber). The Y-axis is the

In addition, the methodology can be applied to tactical
decision making as well as strategic asset allocation.
GRIP can also be used when clients have employed
alternative risk premia (ARP) and smart beta strategies.
GRIP even works on single stock portfolios.

Asset allocation by risk profile2

Risk allocation by risk profile2
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And at the same time all of this can be achieved while
offering a huge degree of flexibility. In the case of the
strategic asset allocation, above, for example, GRIP
was calibrated to only hold long-only positions and
ensure that the overall portfolio volatility equalled a
given target. But it is possible to add further rules or
constraints based on the risk profile, investment, or
practical needs of a client.
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Asset allocation used to be about simple diversification
– for example, an allocation of 40 per cent in equities
versus 60 per cent in bonds. The problem with this
approach is that portfolios could still contain a huge
amount of risk as diversification is achieved only at the
capital allocation level. In the allocation above the risk
contribution from the equity exposure is around 90 per
cent.

The clustering results are finally used to rearrange the
correlation matrix in a quasi-diagonal format. And it
is worth mentioning again that although the example
above focuses on correlation distances to define asset
class clusters, this optimisation technique is not limited
by this one criteria. Assets could be grouped by other
common risk factors, such as carry, momentum or
volatility.

Asset allocation weight (in %, stacked)

3

The first step in this process is to cluster asset classes
together. This is done using a so-called proper distance
metric, based on pairwise correlations. A correlation
distance of zero means that asset classes are perfectly
positively correlated. A measure of one means they are
perfectly negatively correlated.

Asset Class

What’s wrong with the traditional way of
asset allocating?
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1 The risk calculation is based on a split between the EURO STOXX 50 and the Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate index.
2 Source: Deutsche Asset Management, January 2018
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For illustrative purposes only.
3 S&P 500, STOXX Europe 600, Topix, MSCI AC Asia ex. Japan, MSCI EM Latin America, Bloomberg Barclays US Treasury, Bloomberg Barclays US Corporates, US
Cash LIBOR 3-months, JPMorgan EMBI Global, Bloomberg Barclays US High Yield, S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan, UBS Thomson Reuters Global Hedged Convertible
Bonds, Bloomberg Commodity
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likelihood of hidden portfolio concentrations, which
could potentially lead to unexpectedly large losses.
This is assessed by taking 520 weekly data points
between 2008 and 2017 for each index in order to
calibrate the risk estimators. A balanced risk target of
nine per cent is used. Then, the optimisation was run
annually and the allocations rebalanced monthly.
So what concentrations arise and how do they compare between GRIP – which combines asset and risk
allocations – and other methodologies, such as pure
risk parity (RP) or the traditional mean-variance approach (MV)4?

Clearly the asset allocation is more stable using the
GRIP methodology. But focusing on the asset allocation only can be beside the point. What matters is the

Mean-variance optimal asset allocation
over time5

Group risk parity optimal asset allocation
over time5
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Another way to test for unwanted concentrations is
to look for them from the opposite side – that is, to
see how many uncorrelated exposures there are in
a portfolio. The more the better. So-called principal
component analysis is the way to check this. In the bar
chart below, the number of uncorrelated exposures is
shown on the Y-axis.
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Number of uncorrelated expsoures

The charts below give a good illustration, showing the
mean-variance optimal asset allocation on a monthly
basis for the same 13 asset classes used above from
2011 to September 2017. The stacked areas show the
weightings as a percentage on the Y-axis. On the left is
a traditional risk parity portfolio while on the right is the
GRIP group risk parity portfolio.
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But within these allocations, are there any extreme
concentrations to look out for? This can be tested
using a Herfindahl-Hirschman-Index, as shown below.
The higher the bars the higher the concentration, and
again the GRP methodology (GRIP) looks favourable on
a HHI and group HHI basis.
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As well as being less concentrated, our analysis shows
that a GRIP portfolio outperforms the traditional risk
parity and mean-variance optimal allocations in absolute and risk-adjusted terms. The final two charts on
the next page show the annual information ratios (total
return divided by volatility) and the performance of the
three optimisation techniques from 2011 to September
2017.
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For illustrative purposes only.
No assurance can be given that the GRIP construction process will perform better than other methodologies.
4 The mean-variance optimisation requires expected returns as additional inputs. For illustrative purposes, we use a simple 12-month price momentum as return
projection.
5 Source: Deutsche Asset Management, January 2018
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Having explained how GRIP works, the following
section looks at how effective this new risk-based
approach to diversification performs in practice. First of
all, what does a hypothetical GRIP portfolio look like in
terms of asset allocation?

The higher the bars in chart below the higher the concentration risk (RC) and group risk (GRC), and weight
(W) and group weight (GW). GRIP compares reasonably well on a group risk basis.

Maximum weight / risk contribution (in %)

What are the results in practice?

GHHI

No assurance can be given that the GRIP construction process will perform better than other methodologies.
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Comparison of annual information ratios6

Comparison of performance over time6, 7
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Deutsche Asset Management represents the asset management activities of the Deutsche Bank Group. Without
limitation, this document is for information purposes and does not constitute an offer, an invitation to offer or a
recommendation to enter into any transaction. When making an investment decision, you should rely solely on
the final documentation relating to the transaction and not the summary contained herein.
6 Source: Deutsche Asset Management, January 2018
7 Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
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Important information – Germany

Issued and approved by Deutsche Asset Management (UK) Limited of Winchester House, 1 Great Winchester
Street, London EC2N 2DB, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”).

This marketing communication is intended for professional clients only.

This document is a “non-retail communication” within the meaning of the FCA's Rules and is directed only at
persons satisfying the FCA’s client categorisation criteria for an eligible counterparty or a professional client. This
document is not intended for and should not be relied upon by a retail client. This document may not be reproduced or circulated without written consent of the issuer.
This document is intended for discussion purposes only and does not create any legally binding obligations on
the part of Deutsche Bank AG and/or its affiliates (“DB”). Without limitation, this document does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation or an offer or solicitation and is not the basis for any contract to
purchase or sell any security or other instrument, or for DB to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as
a consequence of any information contained herein. The information contained in this document is based on
material we believe to be reliable; however, we do not represent that it is accurate, current, complete, or error
free. Assumptions, estimates and opinions contained in this document constitute our judgment as of the date of
the document and are subject to change without notice. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
Any forecasts provided herein are based upon our opinion of the market as at this date and are subject to change,
dependent on future changes in the market. Any prediction, projection or forecast on the economy, stock market,
bond market or the economic trends of the markets is not necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance. Investments are subject to risks, including possible loss of principal amount invested.
When making an investment decision, potential investors should rely solely on the final documentation relating to
the investment or service and not the information contained herein. The investments or services mentioned herein
may not be appropriate for all investors and before entering into any transaction you should take steps to ensure
that you fully understand the transaction and have made an independent assessment of the appropriateness of
the transaction in the light of your own objectives and circumstances, including the possible risks and benefits of
entering into such transaction. For general information regarding the nature and risks of the proposed transaction
and types of financial instruments please go to https://www.db.com/companyen/risk-disclosures.htm. You should
also consider seeking advice from your own advisers in making this assessment. If you decide to enter into a
transaction with us you do so in reliance on your own judgment.
This material was prepared by a Sales or Trading function within DB, and was not produced, reviewed or edited
by the Research Department. Any opinions expressed herein may differ from the opinions expressed by other DB
departments including the Research Department. Sales and Trading functions are subject to additional potential
conflicts of interest which the Research Department does not face. DB may engage in transactions in a manner
inconsistent with the views discussed herein. DB trades or may trade as principal in the instruments (or related
derivatives), and may have proprietary positions in the instruments (or related derivatives) discussed herein. DB
may make a market in the instruments (or related derivatives) discussed herein. Sales and Trading personnel are
compensated in part based on the volume of transactions effected by them. The distribution of this document
and availability of these products and services in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. You may not distribute this document, in whole or in part, without our express written permission.
Certain Deutsche Asset Management products and services may not be available in every region or country for
legal or other reasons, and information about these products or services is not directed to those investors residing
or located in any such region or country.
DB SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER
LOSSES OR DAMAGES INCLUDING LOSS OF PROFITS INCURRED BY YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY THAT MAY
ARISE FROM ANY RELIANCE ON THIS DOCUMENT OR FOR THE RELIABILITY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS
OR TIMELINESS THEREOF.
©2018. All rights reserved

Deutsche Asset Management represents the asset management activities conducted by Deutsche Bank AG or
any of its subsidiaries. Clients will be provided Deutsche Asset Management products or services by one or more
legal entities that will be identified to clients pursuant to the contracts, agreements, offering materials or other
documentation relevant to such products or services.
This document has been prepared without consideration of the investment needs, objectives or financial circumstances of any investor. Before making an investment decision, investors need to consider, with or without the
assistance of an investment adviser, whether the investments and strategies described or provided by Deutsche
Asset Management, are appropriate, in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. Furthermore, any report or analysis within this document is shown for information/discussion/illustrative
purposes and does not constitute an offer, recommendation or solicitation to conclude a transaction and should
not be treated as giving investment advice.
The information contained in this document does not constitute investment advice.
All opinions and estimates herein, including forecast returns, reflect our judgment on the date of this report and
are subject to change without notice and involve a number of assumptions which may not prove valid.
Investments are subject to various risks, including market fluctuations, regulatory change, possible delays in repayment and loss of income and principal invested. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and you may
not recover the amount originally invested at any point in time. Furthermore, substantial fluctuations of the value
of the investment are possible even over short periods of time.
This publication contains forward looking statements. Forward looking statements include, but are not limited
to assumptions, estimates, projections, opinions, models and hypothetical performance analysis. The forward
looking statements expressed constitute the author’s judgment as of the date of this material. Forward looking
statements involve significant elements of subjective judgments and analyses and changes thereto and/or consideration of different or additional factors could have a material impact on the results indicated. Therefore, actual
results may vary, perhaps materially, from the results contained herein. No representation or warranty is made
by Deutsche Asset Management Investment GmbH as to the reasonableness or completeness of such forward
looking statements or to any other financial information contained herein.
The terms of any investment will be exclusively subject to the detailed provisions, including risk considerations,
contained in the Offering Documents. When making an investment decision, you should rely on the final documentation relating to the transaction and not the summary contained herein.
This document may not be reproduced or circulated without our written authority. The manner of circulation and
distribution of this document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United
States.
Past performance is not an indication of future results. Nothing contained herein shall constitute any representation or warranty as to future performance. Further information is available upon investor's request.
Deutsche Asset Management Investment GmbH does not give tax or legal advice. Investors should seek advice
from their own tax experts and lawyers, in considering investments and strategies suggested by Deutsche Asset
Management Investment GmbH.
© Deutsche Asset Management Investment GmbH , January 2018. All rights reserved. No further distribution is
allowed without prior written consent of the Issuer.
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Deutsche Asset Management is the brand name of the Asset Management division of the Deutsche Bank Group.
The respective legal entities offering products or services under the Deutsche Asset Management brand are
specified in the respective contracts, sales materials and other product information documents. Deutsche Asset
Management, through Deutsche Bank AG, its affiliated companies and its officers and employees (collectively
“Deutsche Bank”) are communicating this document in good faith and on the following basis.

Bahrain. Accordingly, the securities, derivatives or funds may not be offered or sold in Bahrain or to residents
thereof except as permitted by Bahrain law. The CBB is not responsible for performance of the securities, derivatives or funds.

This document has been prepared without consideration of the investment needs, objectives or financial circumstances of any investor. Before making an investment decision, investors need to consider, with or without the
assistance of an investment adviser, whether the investments and strategies described or provided by Deutsche
Bank, are appropriate, in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. Furthermore, this document is for information/ discussion purposes only and does not constitute an offer, recommendation or solicitation to conclude a transaction and should not be treated as giving investment advice.
Deutsche Bank does not give tax or legal advice. Investors should seek advice from their own tax experts and
lawyers, in considering investments and strategies suggested by Deutsche Bank. Investments with Deutsche
Bank are not guaranteed, unless specified. Unless notified to the contrary in a particular case, investment instruments are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”) or any other governmental entity,
and are not guaranteed by or obligations of Deutsche Bank AG or its affiliates.
Past performance is no guarantee of current or future performance. Nothing contained herein shall constitute any
representation or warranty as to future performance.
Investments are subject to various risks, including market fluctuations, regulatory change, counterparty risk,
possible delays in repayment and loss of income and principal invested. The value of investments can fall as well
as rise and you may not recover the amount originally invested at any point in time. Furthermore, substantial
fluctuations of the value of the investment are possible even over short periods of time.
This publication contains forward looking statements. Forward looking statements include, but are not limited
to assumptions, estimates, projections, opinions, models and hypothetical performance analysis. The forward
looking statements expressed constitute the author’s judgment as of the date of this material. Forward looking
statements involve significant elements of subjective judgments and analyses and changes thereto and/ or consideration of different or additional factors could have a material impact on the results indicated. Therefore, actual
results may vary, perhaps materially, from the results contained herein. No representation or warranty is made
by Deutsche Bank as to the reasonableness or completeness of such forward looking statements or to any other
financial information contained herein. The terms of any investment will be exclusively subject to the detailed
provisions, including risk considerations, contained in the Offering Documents. When making an investment decision, you should rely on the final documentation relating to the transaction and not the summary contained herein. This document may not be reproduced or circulated without our written authority. The manner of circulation
and distribution of this document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United
States. This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, including the United States, where
such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject
Deutsche Bank to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction not currently met within such
jurisdiction. Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to inform themselves of, and
to observe, such restrictions.
Kingdom of Bahrain
For Residents of the Kingdom of Bahrain: This document does not constitute an offer for sale of, or participation
in, securities, derivatives or funds marketed in Bahrain within the meaning of Bahrain Monetary Agency Regulations. All applications for investment should be received and any allotments should be made, in each case from
outside of Bahrain. This document has been prepared for private information purposes of intended investors only
who will be institutions. No invitation shall be made to the public in the Kingdom of Bahrain and this document
will not be issued, passed to, or made available to the public generally. The Central Bank (CBB) has not reviewed,
nor has it approved, this document or the marketing of such securities, derivatives or funds in the Kingdom of

State of Kuwait
This document has been sent to you at your own request. This presentation is not for general circulation to
the public in Kuwait. The Interests have not been licensed for offering in Kuwait by the Kuwait Capital Markets
Authority or any other relevant Kuwaiti government agency. The offering of the Interests in Kuwait on the basis a
private placement or public offering is, therefore, restricted in accordance with Decree Law No. 31 of 1990 and
the implementing regulations thereto (as amended) and Law No. 7 of 2010 and the bylaws thereto (as amended).
No private or public offering of the Interests is being made in Kuwait, and no agreement relating to the sale of the
Interests will be concluded in Kuwait. No marketing or solicitation or inducement activities are being used to offer
or market the Interests in Kuwait.
United Arab Emirates
Deutsche Bank AG in the Dubai International Financial Centre (registered no. 00045) is regulated by the Dubai
Financial Services Authority. Deutsche Bank AG - DIFC Branch may only undertake the financial services activities
that fall within the scope of its existing DFSA license. Principal place of business in the DIFC: Dubai International
Financial Centre, The Gate Village, Building 5, PO Box 504902, Dubai, U.A.E. This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank AG. Related financial products or services are only available to Professional Clients, as
defined by the Dubai Financial Services Authority.
State of Qatar
Deutsche Bank AG in the Qatar Financial Centre (registered no. 00032) is regulated by the Qatar Financial Centre
Regulatory Authority. Deutsche Bank AG – QFC Branch may only undertake the financial services activities that
fall within the scope of its existing QFCRA license. Principal place of business in the QFC: Qatar Financial Centre,
Tower, West Bay, Level 5, PO Box 14928, Doha, Qatar. This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank
AG. Related financial products or services are only available to Business Customers, as defined by the Qatar
Financial Centre Regulatory Authority.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia LLC Company, (registered no. 07073-37) is regulated by the Capital Market
Authority. Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia may only undertake the financial services activities that fall within the
scope of its existing CMA license. Principal place of business in Saudi Arabia: King Fahad Road, Al Olaya District,
P.O. Box 301809, Faisaliah Tower - 17th Floor, 11372 Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
United Arab Emirates
Deutsche Bank AG in the Dubai International Financial Centre (registered no. 00045) is regulated by the Dubai
Financial Services Authority. Deutsche Bank AG - DIFC Branch may only undertake the financial services activities
that fall within the scope of its existing DFSA license. Principal place of business in the DIFC: Dubai International
Financial Centre, The Gate Village, Building 5, PO Box 504902, Dubai, U.A.E. This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank AG. Related financial products or services are only available to Professional Clients, as
defined by the Dubai Financial Services Authority.
This document may not be distributed in Canada, Japan, the United States of America, or to any U.S. person.
© January 2018 Deutsche Asset Management Investment GmbH
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Deutsche Asset Management is the brand name of the Asset Management division of the Deutsche Bank Group. The
respective legal entities offering products or services under the Deutsche Asset Management brand are specified in the
respective contracts, sales materials and other product information documents. Deutsche Asset Management, through
Deutsche Bank AG, its affiliated companies and its officers and employees (collectively “Deutsche Bank”) are communicating this document in good faith and on the following basis.

This marketing communication is intended for institutional investors only.

This document has been prepared without consideration of the investment needs, objectives or financial circumstances
of any investor. Before making an investment decision, investors need to consider, with or without the assistance of an
investment adviser, whether the investments and strategies described or provided by Deutsche Bank, are appropriate,
in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. Furthermore, this document is for
information/discussion purposes only and does not constitute an offer, recommendation or solicitation to conclude a
transaction and should not be treated as giving investment advice.
Deutsche Bank does not give tax or legal advice. Investors should seek advice from their own tax experts and lawyers,
in considering investments and strategies suggested by Deutsche Bank. Investments with Deutsche Bank are not guaranteed, unless specified.
Investments are subject to various risks, including market fluctuations, regulatory change, possible delays in repayment
and loss of income and principal invested. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and you might not get back
the amount originally invested at any point in time. Furthermore, substantial fluctuations of the value of the investment
are possible even over short periods of time. The terms of any investment will be exclusively subject to the detailed provisions, including risk considerations, contained in the offering documents. When making an investment decision, you
should rely on the final documentation relating to the transaction and not the summary contained herein. Past performance is no guarantee of current or future performance. Nothing contained herein shall constitute any representation
or warranty as to future performance.
Although the information herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee its
accuracy, completeness or fairness. Opinions and estimates may be changed without notice and involve a number of
assumptions which may not prove valid. We or our affiliates or persons associated with us or such affiliates (“Associated Persons”) may (i) maintain a long or short position in securities referred to herein, or in related futures or options, and
(ii) purchase or sell, make a market in, or engage in any other transaction involving such securities, and earn brokerage
or other compensation.
The document was not produced, reviewed or edited by any research department within Deutsche Bank and is not
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